PRODUCTIVITY THROUGH SPEED, STRENGTH & ACCESS

HIGHLIGHTS PRODUCT BROCHURE
GearWrench sets the new standard for productivity in the work place with tools that excel in Speed, Strength and Access. The GearWrench program includes a full line of mechanical hand tools and is trusted by professional mechanics all around the globe. Guaranteed with a life time warranty, GearWrench brings you high quality tools that allow you to get the job done faster!

GearWrench has received numerous industry awards for producing productivity enhancing tools such as Ratcheting Wrenches, Pass-Thru™ Sockets, Indexing Pry Bars and Magnetic Oil Drain Plug Sockets to name a few. GearWrench continues to develop tools which maximise productivity.

**Lifetime Warranty:** GearWrench has a long tradition in the development of reliable product solutions for the automotive industry, where top quality standards and optimum value are the ultimate priorities. All GearWrench products come complete with a lifetime warranty.

**SPEED**
GearWrench understands the need for speed. It’s not about showing off; it’s about getting more done. It’s about shaving valuable seconds off tasks that get repeated hundreds of times each day. For the pro, those seconds add up.

**STRENGTH**
Professional hand tools need to be strong in order to provide years of reliable service. GearWrench tools are tough and reliable, meeting or exceeding recognized industry standards.

**ACCESS**
Every job is different, but you can always count on obstructions and tight spaces. GearWrench offers a wide selection of wrenches and other tools designed to get the job done, even in cramped, hard-to-reach areas.
120XP RATCHETING WRENCHES

ACCESS THE NEXT LEVEL WITH THE NEW 120XP 3° UNIVERSAL SPLINE COMBINATION RATCHETING WRENCHES

- **SPEED**
  120 position, 3° swing arc for turning faster in tight spaces and the Universal Spline Drive fits 5 common fasteners.

- **STRENGTH**
  Dual Direction Surface Drive® gives better grip & reduces fastener rounding. Wider Beam for better distribution of force and more comfort. Exceeds industry standards for strength requirements.

- **ACCESS**
  Up to 25% longer XL Beam length and reduced diameter ratcheting end for improved access.

**ALSO AVAILABLE IN:**

- Universal Spline XL Flex Head Ratcheting Wrenches
- Universal Spline XL Flex GearBox™ Ratcheting Wrenches
120XP RATCHETS
FIXED AND FLEX HEADS

ACCESS TO THE NEXT LEVEL
WITH THE 120XP 3° ARC RATCHETS

- **SPEED**
  The Gear is alternately engaged by the double-stacked pawl which gives a 3° swing arc for faster work.

- **STRENGTH**
  Double-stacked pawls engage a 60-tooth gear providing exceptional strength, exceeding industry standards for torque performance.

- **ACCESS**
  Low profile head and flush mounted on/off switch and longer handle allowing better access.
  6 Positions flex head for adjustable access angle.

WATCH THE VIDEO
REQUIRES 40% LESS EFFORT TO CUT THAN STANDARD PLIERS

- **SPEED**
  Unique Compound Action Design requires 40% less effort to cut, so it is easier and quicker.

- **STRENGTH**
  PivotForce pliers exceed industry standards for cut testing requirements and maintain sharp cutting edges.

- **ACCESS**
  Long nose design allows access in confined spaces.

WATCH THE VIDEO
RATCHETING FLEX FLARE NUT WRENCHES

UNPARALLELED ACCESS TO THE MOST HARD-TO-REACH FLARE NUTS

- **SPEED**
  Quickly ratchet nuts and bolts without removing the wrench from the fastener.

- **STRENGTH**
  The ratcheting flex flare nut design exceeds industry standards for strength requirements.

- **ACCESS**
  Flex head can be positioned through 180° to access hard-to-reach nuts, and the open end flare nut head slips easily over lines.

WATCH THE VIDEO
25% LONGER HANDLE PROVIDES SUPERIOR ACCESS TO HARD-TO-REACH FASTENERS

- **SPEED**
  4.3" ratcheting arc and a longer handle allow access to tight spots and get the job done faster.

- **STRENGTH**
  84-tooth design exceeds industry standards for torque performance.

- **ACCESS**
  The long handle ratchets are over 25% longer than the standard ratchets for increased reach.
THE PIVOTING RATCHET MECHANISM ALLOWS YOU TO DETERMINE YOUR OWN ANGLE

**SPEED**
72-tooth ratcheting mechanism gives a 5° ratcheting arc allowing you to quickly tighten or loosen fasteners.

**STRENGTH**
The ratchet head design exceeds industry standards for torque performance.

**ACCESS**
Gimbal design allows the ratchet to rotate on two planes for easier access.
RATCHETING CROWFOOT WRENCHES

IMPROVED ACCESS TO NUTS AND BOLTS IN HARD TO REACH PLACES

- **SPEED**
  Quickly ratchet nuts and bolts without removing the wrench from the fastener.

- **STRENGTH**
  The ratcheting crowfoot exceeds industry standards for torque performance.

- **ACCESS**
  Use with an extension to reach hard to access nuts or when there is not enough space to use a ratchet.
TORQUE WRENCHES

PRECISION ±3% TORQUE WRENCHES WITH SUPERIOR QUICK ADJUSTMENT

- **SPEED**
  Adjustable Pull collar for quick, precise changes to torque settings.

- **STRENGTH**
  High strength sealed 32-tooth ratchet head exceeds industry standards for torque performance.

- **ACCESS**
  Low profile head for better accessibility in tight spaces.
XL MODULAR TOOL STORAGE SYSTEM

INNOVATIVE TOOLS IN QUALITY MODULAR EVA TRAYS FOR THE HIGHEST PRODUCTIVITY

- **SPEED**
  The storage trays are marked allowing faster identification of the right productivity tool.

- **STRENGTH**
  XL Modular Storage Systems and Cabinets provide the strength and durability that professionals demand.

- **ACCESS**
  XL trays provide an organized lay-out for the fastest access to the right tools.
GearWrench® is a premier brand of the Apex Tool Group, located in Sparks USA, providing tools that are designed and manufactured to meet the requirements of Professional Automotive Technicians and Industrial Users.
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